Historical ship drifts from the tropical Atlantic Ocean are compared with surface currents from a general circulation model forced with monthly mean climatological winds. The model accurately reproduces the spatial structure of the currents and its time dependence, which varies considerably from the eastern side of the basin, where a semiannual harmonic is prominent, to the western side, where an annual harmonic is dominant. However, the amplitude of the simulated surface currents in the western side of the basin is too large. Mixing processes in the model appear to be too weak, especially when the winds are weak in regions where the thermocline is deep. High-frequency fluctuations of the winds need to be taken into account, and parameterization of the mixing needs to be improved, especially when the Richardson number is small. In order to calculate and map mean velocity values, individual velocity values were grouped into space-time boxes of various sizes. First, 12 monthly maps were made from 2 ø latitude x 5 ø longitude boxes. Some of the monthly maps were similar. These were grouped together to produce 715 
INTRODUCTION

A general circulation model of the tropical oceans appears to be realistic because it reproduces the principal features of E1Nifio of 1982-1983
and of the seasonal cycle in the tropical Atlantic Ocean [Philander and Pacanowski, 1984, 1986] . Quantitative comparison between measurements and results from the model have been limited. Garzoli and Philander [1985] compare vertically integrated temperature variations from the model with inverted echo sounder measurements of seasonal changes in the thermal structure of the tropical Atlantic. Philander and Seigel [1985] note that the model realistically simulates the phase and amplitude of the current fluctuations observed on the equator at 160øW [Firing e! al., 1983] and at 95øW [Halpern, 1986] Unstable temperature gradients are eliminated instantaneously by mixing heat vertically to a depth that ensures a stable density gradient.
The imposed surface wind stress is the monthly mean climatological winds described by Hellerman and Rosenstein [1983] . The heat flux across the surface is parameterized as was described by Philander and Pacanowski [1986] . The initial conditions in the model correspond to the observed (climatological) thermal conditions for January [Levitus, 1982] . The model velocity field reaches equilibrium approximately 1 year after the calculations are started. The time step for the numerical integrations is 40 min. Data averaged over 3-day periods during the third year of integrations were saved for use in the calculations to be described next.
RESULTS
Seasonal changes in the surface winds, which drive the oceanic circulation in the tropical Atlantic Ocean, are associated primarily with the meridional migrations of the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ), onto which the southeast and northeast trades converge. When the ITCZ is close to the equator, in March and April, the winds there are relaxed and the surface currents are relatively weak and westward everywhere except to the north of the equator in 
